
Preface
The idea of holding a Second Workshop on Controlled Natural Language (CNL 2010)
was conceived at the end of the first workshop held in 2009, and put into practice a few
months later when Norbert Fuchs asked for my collaboration. Consequently, as I write
now, the workshop will take place between September 13th and 15th 2010. It goes
without saying that we retain the magical venue of Marettimo, and hope to recreate
that excellent combination of presentations, discussions, recreation and Mediterranean
lifestyle that characterised the first workshop.

The subject of Controlled Natural Languages is still relatively young and fluid,
and so once again the workshop is is dedicated to discussing theoretical and practical
aspects of controlled natural languages, relations to other knowledge representation
languages, tool support, and current and future applications.

Altogether 17 extended abstracts were submitted to CNL 2010, of which the pro-
gramme committee accepted 12. This volume contains the extended abstracts of the
12 papers to be presented. In contrast and in addition to last year’s workshop, the
programme includes four tutorials that are particularly devoted to participants without
extensive experience in the area. These are

• Rolf Schwitter, Controlled Natural Languages for Knowledge Representation.

• Tobias Kuhn, An Introduction to Ace Wiki

• Aarne Ranta, Multilingual Controlled Language Packages: Implementation and
Applications

• Norbert E. Fuchs, First Order Reasoning for Attempto Controlled English

Another novelty in the programme is an explicit discussion session that is planned
on “Objectives and Applications of CNL” that is intended to shed further light on the
nature of the beast we are discussing.

As programme co-chair I would like to take the opportunity to thank the many
people without whose support organising the workshop would not have been possible.

First and foremost I have to thank Norbert Fuchs for his inspiration, his unwaver-
ing support and generosity, and also for his excellent sense of minimal but efficient
administration which has enabled us to organise such an event at close to zero-cost.

Secondly, I thank the members of the programme committee who carefully re-
viewed all submissions: Johan Bos (University of Rome ”La Sapienza”, Italy), Pe-
ter E. Clark (Boeing, Seattle, USA), Danica Damljanovic (University of Sheffield,
UK), Albert Gatt (University of Malta, Malta), Alfio Gliozzo (CNRS Rome, Italy),
Siegfried Handschuh (DERI, University of Galway, Ireland), Stefan Hoefler (Univer-
sity of Zurich, Switzerland), Kaarel Kaljurand (University of Zurich, Switzerland),
Peter Koepke (University of Bonn, Germany), Tobias Kuhn (University of Zurich,
Switzerland), Paola Monachesi (University of Utrecht, Netherlands), Gordon Pace
(University of Malta, Malta), Stephen Pulman (University of Oxford, UK), Aarne
Ranta (Chalmers University, Sweden), Rolf Schwitter (Macquarie University, Aus-
tralia), Donia Scott (University of Sussex, UK), Harold Somers (Dublin City Univer-
sity, Ireland), Geoff Sutcliffe (University of Miami, USA), Silvie Spreeuwenberg (Li-
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bRT, Amsterdam, Netherlands), Uta Schwertel (IMC, Germany), Yorick Wilks (Uni-
versity of Sheffield, UK), Adam Wyner (University of London, UK).

Once again tante grazie to the people of the Marettimo Residence (Fausto and Fed-
erica Goppo, Giacomo Sardina, Vito Torrente, Teresa Vaccaro) for hosting the work-
shop, and to Vito Vaccaro and L’Associazione Culturale, Sportiva, Ricreativa, Turistica
Marettimo for generous support.

Michael Rosner
Malta, 17.08.2010
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